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Outline

What are the challenges in reproducibility?
What do we gain by aiming for reproducibility?

How can reproducibility be achieved?



Replicability, reproducibility, 
repeatability

Are these terms equivalent?

A definition: 
– “Independently running a research experiment 

and yielding the same results on each 
iteration”

 Reproducibility is the essence of science



Reasons to work reproducibly 

Reproducibility…
– Helps avoid disaster… and move science 

forward
– Makes it easier to publish papers
– Helps you get your point across
– Enables continuity of your work
– Helps build your reputation, e.g. attracts more 

citations
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Piwowar HA, Day RS, Fridsma DB. Sharing detailed research data is associated with
increased citation rate. PLoS One. 2007 Mar 21;2(3):e308.

Markowetz F. Five selfish reasons to work reproducibly. Genome Biol. 2015 Dec 8;16:274. .



Challenges in Reproducibility

Reports of a reproducibility crisis in many
disciplines

– Poll of 1,500 scientists in 2016Discipline Failed to reproduce
others’ experiment

Failed to reproduce own
experiment

Chemistry 90% 60%
Biology 80% 60%
Physics and engineering 70% 50%
Medicine 70% 60%
Earth and environment science 60% 40%
Other 60% 50%

Baker M. 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility. Nature. 2016 May 25;533(7604):452-4.



How is this possible? 

Data is often unavailable
– e.g. medical data due to confidentiality
– Software due to commercial strategy
– Seemingly insufficient details are left out of 

protocols 

Reporting bias
– Space limitation in papers (e.g. conference 

papers in computer science)
– Novelty is valued more than reproducibility
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Learning from reproducibility
(or lack thereof) 

The tale of the Zigglebottom tagger
Variability lies in…

– Pre-processing (what is being pre-
processed?)

• Tokenization
• Stop-word lists
• “Data cleaning”, e.g. normalization of case, 

diacritics
– Software versions, system variations
– Parameters, including training/test split
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Pedersen T. 2008. Empiricism is not a matter of faith. Computational Linguistics:34(3):465-470

Fokkens A, Van Erp M, Postma M, Pedersen T, Vossen P, Freire N. 2013. Offspring from 
Reproduction Problems: What Replication Failure Teaches Us. Proc ACL: 1691-1701



Variability on corpus: GRACE

Counting « words » Counting « sentences »



Standardization and Documentation

– Standardized components, procedures, workflows
– Documenting complete system set-up across entire 

provenance chain

How to do this – efficiently?

Alexander Graham Bell’s Notebook, March 9 1876
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexander_Graham_Bell's_notebook,_March_9,_1876.PNG

knitr

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexander_Graham_Bell's_notebook,_March_9,_1876.PNG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Alexander_Graham_Bell's_notebook,_March_9,_1876.PNG


The Shared Task Model 

Primary goal is to provide a forum for direct 
comparison of approaches

– Availability of shared material 
– Specific definition of a “task”
– Corpora and annotations, split into training, 

development and test sets 
– Evaluation metrics and scripts
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Shared Tasks Examples 

Information Retrieval and information 
extraction

– MUC, TREC, CLEF, CTCIR
Computational Linguistics

– Semeval, GRACE, EASY, DEFT 
Translation

– WMT
BioNLP, curation

– i2b2, BioCreAtive, BioASQ
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The PRIMAD1 model:
which attributes can we “prime”? 

Defining Types of Reproducibility
– Data

• Parameters
• Input data

– Platform
– Implementation
– Method
– Research Objective
– Actors

What do we gain by priming one or the other?
[1] Juliana Freire, Norbert Fuhr, and Andreas Rauber. Reproducibility of Data-Oriented 
Experiments in eScience. Dagstuhl Reports, 6(1), 2016.



Types of Reproducibility and Gains



Levels of reproducibility
(in computer science)

1. Availability: the system and data it was tested 
on must be available (or there must be sufficient 
detail available to reconstruct the system and 
dataset).
2. Builds: the code must build.
3. Runs: the built code must run.
4. Evaluation: it must be possible to run on the 
same data
and measure the output using the same 
implementation of the same scoring metric.



Neurology

Gronenschild EH, Habets P, Jacobs HI, Mengelers R, Rozendaal N, van Os J, Marcelis M. 
The effects of FreeSurfer version, workstation type, and Macintosh operating system version on 
anatomical volume and cortical thickness measurements. PLoS One. 2012;7(6):e38234. 



Bioinformatics

Obtain workflows from MyExperiments.org
– March 2015: almost 2.700 WFs (approx. 300-

400/year)
– Focus on Taverna 2 WFs: 1.443 WFs

Try to re-execute the workflows
– Majority of workflows fails
– Only 23.6 % are successfully executed
(correctness of results not checked yet)

Rudolf Mayer, Andreas Rauber, “A Quantitative Study on the Re-executability of Publicly Shared Scientific 
Workflows”, 11th IEEE Intl. Conference on e-Science, 2015.



Computer Science

613 papers in 8 ACM conferences
Process

– download paper and classify
– search for a link to code (paper, web, email 

twice)
– download code
– build and execute

Christian Collberg and Todd Proebsting. “Repeatability in 
Computer Systems Research,” CACM 59(3):62-69.2016



Biomedical Natural Language 
Processing

Reproducibility track at 
– An automatic coding task
– 4 analysts aim to reproduce participants 

runs
Overall, results can be reproduced, but…

– Replication is not easy
– No analyst was able to replicate every run
– Documentation shortcomings reported

Névéol A, Cohen KB, Grouin C, Robert A. Replicability of Research in Biomedical Natural Language 
Processing: a pilot evaluation for a coding task. Proceedings of the Seventh International Workshop 
on Health Text Mining and Information Analysis, LOUHI. 2016



More BioNLP

Studied 2 R libraries
– Needed to contact authors to use sucessfully
– Produced extra documentation and test cases

Cohen K, Xia J, Roeder C, Hunter L. 2016. Reproducibility in Natural Language Processing: A 
Case Study of two R Libraries for Mining PubMed/MEDLINE. LREC/4REAL workshop

Source: a parody of xkcd

http://xkcd.com/


Take Home message: 
Aim at achieving 

reproducibility
At different levels

– Re-run, ask others to re-run
– (Re-implement)
– (Port to different platforms)
– Test on different data, 

vary parameters (and report!)
If something is not reproducible -> 

investigate!
(you might be onto something)



Aim for better procedures and 
documentation

Plan your research procedure
– Define a protocol
– Have a data management plan

Document, document, document
– the research process, environment, interim 

results, …
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